Abstract. Let F p ∈ GL(3) be the plastic deformation from the multiplicative decomposition in elasto-plasticity. We show that the geometric dislocation density tensor of Gurtin in the form Curl[
Introduction
We show an extension to the Lie-group SO(3) of proper rotations of the following result for linearized kinematics: the operator Curl (curl arranged row wise) applied to elements of the Lie-algebra of skew-symmetric matrices so(3) already controls all partial derivatives of these matrices. While in general, the operator Curl cannot control the full gradient since Curl has 9 independent entries but Grad = D has 27 independent entries, it does so on so(3), since they have only 3 independent components such that taking Grad gives 9 independent entries making the relation between Curl and Grad invertible.
Such a result can at least be traced back implicitly to Nye [26] , who investigated infinitesimal rotations of the crystal lattice due to dislocation motion [11, 19, 22, 23] (3) and v ∈ R 3 , see also (2.6) and ∇ϕ is the Jacobian-matrix. With A · B we denote simple contraction, with A : B double contraction. See Section 4 for the proof and background of (1.1). Abbreviating A = skew[ε p ] ∈ C 1 (Ω, so(3)) one deduces
which leads to, cf. (4.9)
in turn implying infinitesimal rigidity (1.7). Recall also the definition of the curl of displacements u ∈ C 1 (Ω, R 3 ) and the relation to the infinitesimal rotations skew[∇u],
(1.4)
The modern theory of finite plasticity is based on the Kröner, Lee, Kondo, Bilby [2, 14, 17, 20] 
For the necessary background and more references on dislocations, plasticity and microstructures we refer to [1, 4, 5, 27, 28] .
Another motivation comes from rigidity results [12, 30] in the spirit of Liouville-type theorems, saying that if the gradient of a deformation is locally a rotation it must be a constant rotation together with a constant translation or more precisely
A quantized version of this fact has been given recently in [8] . They show that for bounded Ω ⊂ R 3 with Lipschitz boundary and ϕ ∈ W 1,2 (Ω, R 3 ) there exists a positive constant C(Ω) and a constant rotation R such that
The respective infinitesimal rigidity result is standard in the treatment of linear elasticity and Korn's inequality, e.g. [24] . It amounts to
where A ∈ so(3) and b ∈ R 3 are constant. Since from sym[∇u(x)] = 0 it follows ∇u(x) = A(x) ∈ so(3) the result (1.7) would follow by applying Curl on both sides and using that Curl bounds DA on so(3) due to (1.3). As a consequence of (1.5) it is known that for smooth, simply connected domains Ω ⊂ R 3 and R ∈ C 1 (Ω, SO (3))
3×3 . The precise relation between Curl and Grad = D on SO(2) is easily understood in terms of the representation with one rotation angle ϑ :
One checks that
which led us to surmise that for three-space dimensions
This is what we will prove in this note with c = 1 2 . In terms of the geometrical dislocation density tensor
M 3×3 by the invariance of the euclidean norm under SO(3). The non-trivial implication in (1.5) is a simple consequence of (1.11).
It may be that this result is known to experts in the theory of differential geometry. However, we have been unable to find a reference for it and therefore provide a direct proof herein. Let us sketch our method of proof: we use two times that for orthogonal matrices R T · R = 1 1. The first time we take partial derivatives in fixed j-direction and conclude that
giving rise to a second order curvature measure K ∈ M 3×3 with nine independent components, while the second time we apply the operator Curl :
relating the Curl [R] with nine independent entries to the full gradient DR. Carefully combining both results establishes the claim.
Preliminary definitions
Let us introduce two different arrangements of the operator Curl on second order tensors M 3×3 . Let X ∈ C 1 (Ω, M 3×3 ) with X 1 , X 2 , X 3 the rows of X. Then, for the first arrangement, Curl is defined row wise as in [21, 31] 
The second arrangement is defined through Curl [X] := (Curl [X]) T and corresponds to Gurtins definition [9, 10] of the Curl-operator on matrices. For
where L Y : R 27 → M 3×3 is a linear mapping at given Y , arranging all first partial derivatives in DX of X in the correct way [25] . Let us apply (2.2) to R T · R = 11. We get
3)
We need also to introduce the canonical identification of R 3 with so(3). For
we define axl : so(3) → R 3 and anti :
where ijk is the totally antisymmetric third order permutation tensor
Observe that for the corresponding euclidean vector-and matrix-norms one has for
Let us now take partial derivatives of R T · R = 11. This leads to, cf. (1.12)
and we may look at the axial representation k 10) which defines the second order curvature tensor
with k j arranged in columns. Note also that
It is basic to reconstruct all partial derivatives in DR from K, provided that R is known. To see this, write for i = 1, 2, 3
hence, DR ∈ R 27 may be reconstructed with the help of a mapping Z R : M 3×3 → R 27 , linear at given R ∈ SO(3), with
(2.14)
Inserting this relation into (2.4) we obtain
Observe that the composition mappingL R .Z R : M 3×3 → M 3×3 is again linear at given R. If we can show that L R .Z R is invertible for given R, then from (2.15), we can uniquely express the Curl in terms of the second order curvature tensor K
Detailed computation in index notation
We will show now that the composition mappingL R .Z R in (2.16) is indeed invertible for given R. In order to do so we switch to index notation and use Curl instead of Curl (see (2.1)) without compromising the result. Summation over repeated indices is understood and we use orthogonal basis elements making the distinction between co-and contravariant bases obsolete. In this section we distinguish also between symbolic (bold) and component notation of tensors, e.g. R = R ab e a ⊗ e b . Since Grad[R] = DR is a third order tensor, while Curl [R] is a second order tensor we will use first the orthogonality relation R T R = 1 1 for rotations in order to map the third order gradient tensor into a second order curvature tensor K, as already alluded too above.
The gradient of a rotation and the 2nd order curvature
By taking the partial derivatives in fixed j-direction of the orthogonality relation R T · R = 1 1 and observing (1.12) we obtained the three (j = 1, 2, 3) second order antisymmetric tensors
The corresponding axial vectors k j := axl[K j ] ∈ R 3 have been assembled together in the second order curvature
In (3.2) we may perceive the mapping between K and the full gradient of R, which can be seen now more clearly again in index notation
The linear map connecting the full gradient Grad[R] with the second order curvature tensor K reads 4) and by defining
it can also be rephrased in symbolic notation:
where the dot denotes simple contraction. By inserting (3.3) into (3.4) we verify the expression for Z R
The Curl of the rotation field
As said above, we use the operator Curl in this part. To present its definition in index notation we write
Applying the operator Curl on the orthogonality relation R T · R = 11 we obtain
The linear map L R defined implicitly in (3.9) would need an extended symbolic notation with which we can, fortunately enough, dispens. The precise definition in index notation
will prove to be useful below.
Combination of the results
Equation (3.9) yields the relation between the Curl (left hand side) and the full gradient of R (right hand side). As discussed in Section 3.1, the gradient is completely described by the second order curvature tensor K. Inserting (3.6) in (3.10) we obtain
In view of the invertibility of the right hand side (4.4) 1 , we continue by writing
showing (2.16). Note the (more than formal?) coincidence with the relation G = R − 1 2 tr[R]11 between the symmetric Einstein curvature tensor G and the symmetric Ricci curvature [13] tensor R in the Einstein field equations of general relativity theory [6, 32] . Taking matrix-norms on both sides of Curl
where we used (2.12) and (4.4) 2 to obtain the local inequalities, which is the claim. Note that for n = 2 space dimensions we reproduce exactly the equality in (1.10).
Inspection of the proof shows that the estimate is already true for all orthogonal matrices. Counting equations in the cases of higher space dimensions suggests that the result remains true for arbitrary dimensions n > 3. E.g. in SO(4) the corresponding gradient of the axial representation has 24 independent components (instead of 9 for SO(3)) and the number of independent relations corresponding to taking the Curl is also 24. However, we have not looked at this case in detail.
Note added in proof
After submitting the paper the authors have been kindly made aware by A. Mielke, S. Müller and S. Conti of an elegant argument that applies to all space-dimensions and which also yields a constant independent of the dimension. We are grateful for this improvement and present their reasoning for the benefit of completeness of the development.
For X ∈ C 1 (R n , M n×n ) define the Curl in dimension n ≥ 3 as the third order tensor
Let W ∈ C 1 (R n , so(n)) be a skew-symmetric matrix in dimension n ≥ 3. Then
Using the skew-symmetry in the upper two indices of W we may write
from which we infer the pointwise equivalence 17) implying the control of all first partial derivatives of the skew-symmetric matrix W in terms of a control of the Curl of this matrix, independent of the space-dimension n. Consider now R ∈ C 1 (R n , SO(n)) and expand in the neighbourhood of 0:
The first partial derivatives ∂ x k R(x) are still continuous, hence we may also write
Here and subsequently we let o(x), O(x) denote the Landau symbols, respectively, i.e., 20) we conclude with (3.19) and (3.20) that Since R(0) is arbitrary this proves the claim. From (3.28) one obtains, without detailed indicial calculation, using only the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
with a constant independent of the space-dimension.
